
  
Becoming an Inventor 

Becoming or being an Inventor is not difficult (besides coming up with a valuable idea) but it does take 

effort and discipline and patience plus many other attributes that each of us has in abundance – it’s just 

up to us to use the ones we need to get us to where we want to go. 
 

The following points are in no special order, they are all important. You could probably add your own but 

these below should keep you thinking for a while. Maybe they will be new ideas for you, or maybe just 

sound reminders. Whatever role they play, take them seriously if you want to become an inventor or be 

a successful one. Why not transfer them into an Inventor’s Journal? Give each suggestion a page and 

then be spontaneous, add your own notes, references, and comments under each heading – it can only 

be a useful discipline. 
 

Learn about the Invention Process. Inventing is not for sissies. Educate yourself. Read. Use your friendly 

search engine actively but be selective – check facts all the time, don’t just accept what you read. 

Compare and contrast. Have engaging conversations with YouTube. Acquire knowledge. Visit the library, 

read a lot. Join the III (that’s the Institute). Speak to other inventors, network, listen to stories of success 

and failure, and take advice where you can. Keep notes, names and numbers – you never know when 

you might need them. You can save much time and a lot of money by gaining insights into invention, 

innovation and discovery. ABC – always be curious. 
 

Solve a problem. Look around you identify the things you see and then imagine if you had been the one 

who invented them. What problems do they solve? What solutions do they offer? How do they make life 

easier for people? When you get an idea, think intuitively and fast. Is it practical? Will it be useful? Will 

people buy it? Is it ‘doable’? What will you need to do to make it happen? 

 

Research. There is so much to say about the importance of this action but every inventor knows the value 

of researching as much as you can about the subject of your invention. The obvious first is to use the 

internet but read, visit retail outlets, check out the competition, speak to specialists, speak to ‘the man in 



the street’, speak to others in ‘your’ industry (just remember not to discuss your specific idea) - talk about 

in a vague or general way while you are gathering your information. 
 

Keep a written record. Open up an Inventor’s journal, don’t jot your ideas down on bits of paper that get 

lost. Ideas are sparked in all sort of ways so if you only have a paper serviette to hand, transfer your notes 

and drawings into your journal as soon as you can. Don’t rely on your memory. Keeping a record of 

invention is a vital first step to becoming an inventor. In the USA they suggest that all comprehensive notes 

made about your idea, should be dated, signed and witnessed by two independent people sworn to 

secrecy. Do not discuss your idea in detail with any company, lawyer or agency unless all parties sign a 

confidentiality agreement. Back up all computer work. 
 

Do not talk about your invention or innovation. If you lose the ‘novelty factor’ and the idea is known to 

the public, then you will not be able to patent it (if this is possible in the first instance). It is quite difficult not 

to do this because you are excited and enthusiastic and of course you want to share your good ideas – 

but don’t. Say as little as you can to others, but, if you find you must in order to forward your project then 

as noted above, make sure there is an NDA (Non-Disclosure Agreement) in place. 
 

Is your idea is original? It’s essential that you check your idea for originality before investing time, money 

and effort into developing it. Search the Internet, visit stores that are likely to sell your ‘product’, see what’s 

is on their shelves already. Do a preliminary patent search, consulting a patent attorney, while expensive, 

may be useful at this stage as they can do a confidential global search for you. Alternatively you can 

contact the CIPC – The Companies and Intellectual Property Commission who can also assist you in doing 

a patent search. They are based in Pretoria - www.cipc.co.za - and you can call them on 0861002472. 

Make sure that you protect your idea. Remember too that it can be frustrating to deal with large 

companies, government departments and call centres – don’t take it out on your invention or lose heart. 
 

Speak to the Institute of Inventors and Innovators 

about protecting your Intellectual Property or go 

to the website www.iii.org.za and look for details 

under member services. 
 

Name your Idea. You need a working title even 

if it is not the final one, but if your product is an 

innovation or improvement, then give it a name. 

Choose one that is very different from any 

already on the market but not so different that 

nobody will know what it is or does. Eliminate 

customer confusion and make your product 

stand out. The name should short, memorable 

and ‘international’. Music for the ears? Try. 

Simplicity rules. 
 

Identify your Market. Who are your customers? 

From the outset be sure of your invention’s 

commercial potential. Total sales should be at 

least twenty times the cost of researching, 

developing, manufacturing and protecting your 

invention. Calculate and include too the costs 

of service providers, lawyers, accountants, 

industrial designers, manufacturers, filing fees, 

plus plus plus. Figures at the early stages will be 

guestimates but none of this is sensible or 

possible unless you have a sound and lucrative market for your product. Stay focused on your core 

competency or your main idea/invention. Be careful not to be waylaid by add-on or extra ideas and 

services. Don’t scatter your thinking. 
 

http://www.iii.org.za/


Make a Prototype. What’s the use if an idea only works in your mind? Building a prototype allows you to 

evaluate how your product will function. Your prototype will also show how your invention needs to be 

revised, altered or modified. Depending on the simplicity of your idea, you can build a prototype yourself 

but with more complex ideas you will need specialist help. The advances in 3-D Printing, for instance, are 

amazing and prototypes made using this medium are relatively inexpensive. Never attempt to market a 

product before all the snags have been worked out. You won’t get a second chance.  
 

Have a realistic development Budget. Stick to it. Your invention budget is used to develop your invention. 

Having a separate personal living expenses budget will enable you to meet your monthly financial 

responsibilities. Set yourself maximum amounts of money you are prepared to spend at each stage of 

developing your invention. Funding for inventors who are not yet established is very difficult to source. 

Being an inventor costs money. Be prepared and committed. Don’t rely on funds from government grants 

or family and friends, Have you ever heard of ‘bootstrapping’? 
 

Get legal counsel. There will come a time during the invention process when your attorney, who 

specialises in more than just patents, must be consulted. For instance - do not sign a contract of any sort 

with anyone without legal counsel such as matters to do with Marketing, Licensing, Agency 

Representation, Investment or Funding. This is an absolute. Never sign any agreement, royalty contract or 

document unless you have read it and fully understand what you’re committing to. An attorney can 

represent you and ensure you understand what you are signing.  
 

Actions Speak Louder than Words. In general you know this to be true just as you know that ‘talk is cheap’ 

and that you should ‘walk the talk’ … choose your cliché! If your idea saves people time and effort, solves 

a problem, meets a specific need or requirement or is desirable – chances are that someone else 

somewhere in the world has thought about it too … but, if it’s not patented or protected in some way, it’s 

likely they did nothing about it. Don’t you get caught by inaction. Most of the time the difference 

between success and failure is action. Put on your Nikes. Just do it. 
 

 

 

Persevere. Be patient. Stick to it. Be thorough. Keep going. Don’t give up. 

Remember it was the Tortoise who won the race. 

 
Words by Celeste Mulholland 


